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What's more important than talking to the client?
Talking to each other as a team!

STRATEGY
Host a "listening" meeting 
for key client or target. You 
listen to them make the 
presentation, take notes 
and develop a "target 
strategy" document.

STRATEGY
Create a "scoping kit" and 
send to the client or 
target. When you sit down, 
they will be better 
prepared to answer 
questions/

STRATEGY
Hotel at the client or 
targets office. If you are 
willing to commit, they 
may be willing to host you.

CRM is about using people, processes and technology to develop sustainable, profitable and growing 
relationships with clients. Technology is an enabler of a strong customer service plan, not the solution.
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The client determines

success.

"Gatekeeper."

Everyone owns 
the engagement.

Listen to the
client.

- executives present

- size the wallet- revise team members

- PwC mgmt. support - non-buyers

GLOBAL RELATIONSHIP PARTNER
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Loyal employees = 
Loyal clients
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"Shareholder value."

"Own it."

Scorecard measurement system
Engagement-specific evaluation process
Customized feedback on expectations
Industry leadership client contact
Insure team continuity - client familiarity

Develop executables tool - manager
Visual mission statement - 8 word position
Engagement team/client contact card
Relationship partner e-mails
Refine team membership
Monthly engagement conference call

Listening meeting with senior executives
Develop interview tools
One-on-one interviews
Planning meeting
Share best practices and strategies
Produce expectations statement
Link into client e-mail system

LISTEN TO
CLIENT

DOCUMENT
CLIENT NEEDS
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VALIDATE
"EXPECTATIONS"

DELIVER
EXECUTABLES

MEET EVOLVING
NEEDS

IDENTIFY
GAPS

STRENGTHEN
RELATIONSHIPS

MEASURE
PERFORMANCE

Team functions
Leader e-mails
Welcome packages
Thematic giveaways
Client news setup
Retention/recruiting
Mentor tree

INFORNAUTICS


